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Herein is told how Reason left

The ’wildered Lover all bereft

Of comfort, but straightway a Friend

He finds, whose words his woes amend.
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Herein the Lover tells how he

Misdoubts his triple enemy,

But hopeth still beneath the brand
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How Poverty doth make her plea

To Dame Richesse most ruefully,

Who listeth not her piteous word,

But turns away as nought she heard.
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The Friend the Lover doth remind

That one man only did he find

Faithful in poverty, but he
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This telleth how in days gone by

Earth’s children had no treasury
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This notes how ill-bred men will cry

“Out” on their wives through jealousy,

Calling them names I scarce dare tell,
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Remonstrates, blames her course of life,
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At that he calls her wantonness.
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How chaste Lucrece, through wrath she bare

At heart, her noble bosom tare

With murderous knife, and death did win

In face of husband, sire, and kin.
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Beauty and Ugliness assail

Fair Chastity with such avail,
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The jealous husband, all a-heat,

From scolding next proceeds to beat
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To seek the gold-fleece bravery,

And by the folk, where’er he went,

Was seen with fear and wonderment.
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Herein behold the manner how

Men first agreed their necks to bow

Beneath a king, and how he sware

The sceptre loyally to bear.
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The Lover makes no more delay,

But leaves his friend, and seeks the way

To where Fair-Welcome lies, for fain

Is he to find him once again.
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The Lover findeth Dame Richesse,

Who guards the path with carefulness

By which the fortress may be ta’en

Of those who scatter golden grain.
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With will to ease the Lover’s grief,

Appeared to him his mighty chief,

The God of Love, who pardoned him

That he awhile had deigned to trim

His ear to Reason, and, quoth he,

Unreason shalt thou henceforth be.
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Repeats the Lover, word for word,

The lesson he from Cupid heard.
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Herein his barons, one and all,
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Who no account of danger makes.
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To all the host doth Love explain

His purpose to assault and gain
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From out his bonds and slavery.
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Herein the God of Love retains

False-Seeming as his man, and gains

Applause thereby, the host doth ring
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Learn how False-Seeming, traitor vile,

Men’s hearts doth readily beguile,

When grey and black he clothes him in,

With saintly visage pale and thin.
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False-Seeming doth the case relate

Of mendicants and their estate.
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False-Seeming as a pilgrim goes,

Disguised, to Evil-Tongue; and shows

Constrainèd-Abstinence likewise

Herself to him in saintly guise.
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False-Seeming, linked with Abstinence,

To aid the Lover makes pretence

Of guesting with foul Evil-Tongue,

Whose lash hath many a good man stung.
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The Dreamer hear ye now declare

What guise the God of Love doth bear.
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False-Seeming lightly giveth mate

To Evil-Tongue, with well-filed prate.
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How by a razor—not a sword—

Met Evil-Tongue his just reward,

Therewith False-Seeming cut his tongue

From out his mouth—his knell was rung.
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False-Seeming, who to lovers shows

Sweet comfort, with his leman goes

Across the threshold, with him he

Doth Largess lead and Courtesy.
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The crone, desirous to console

Fair-Welcome’s grief and bitter dole,

The Lover’s story doth relate,

Who is for him disconsolate.
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Induced by what the hag bath said,

Fair-Welcome setteth on his head

The garland, and doth take therein

A pledge to sell his very skin.
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Herein the harridan prepares

Fair-Welcome’s mind for love affairs,

And shows how evil women may,

In love, both go and lead astray.
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This tells how Dido, mighty queen

Of Carthage, racked with sorrow keen

For that great love she suffered through

Æneas, with a sword-thrust slew

Herself, and how fair Phillis won

A cruel death through Demophon.
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How Vulcan once espied his wife

Engaged with Mars in amorous strife,

When cunningly he threw a snare

Around the fond but guilty pair.
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Herein example may you see

Of Nature’s power and subtlety.
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